GEM9250D
Brand: Gemsy

GEM9050D
Brand: Gemsy

MO735 2 needle 2/3/4/5 thread overlock machine with chainstitch and coverstitch
Brand: Konwa

MO734DE 2-needle 2/3/4 thread overlock with auto needle threader
Brand: Konwa
MO623 Portable 2/3 thread overlock machine
Brand: Konwa

MO50e
Brand: Konwa

HZL-K85 150 sewing patterns including 1 font type with automatic buttonhole and LED light
Brand: Konwa

HZL-K65 One-touch direct 20 sewing patterns selection with automatic buttonhole and LED light
Brand: Konwa
HZL-G210 Full sized computer-controlled sewing machine with 180 patterns & 1 font type and auto thread trimming function
Brand: Konwa

HZL-G110 Full sized computer-controlled sewing machine with 180 patterns & 1 font type
Brand: Konwa

HZL-F600 Exceed quilt & pro special portable sewing machine with 225 patterns & 4 font types and automatic thread trimmer
Brand: Konwa

HZL-F300
Brand: Konwa
HZL-35Z Electric sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

HZL-353ZR-A Electric sewing machine with 21 built-in sewing patterns and automatic one-step buttonholing
Brand: Konwa

HZL-27Z Multipurpose Sewing Machine - 22 stitch pattern with 4-step buttonhole & 7-point feed dog
Brand: Konwa

HZL-12Z Compact Electric Sewing Machine with LED light, automatic needle threader and 4-step buttonhole
Brand: Konwa
KT-1E Evaporative air cooler
Brand: Konwa

KW-506 Domestic sewing machine c/w wooden cover, 120W domestic motor and foot pedal
Brand: Konwa

KW-505 Domestic sewing machine c/w table and stand
Brand: Konwa

KW-9060 Fusing machine c/w stand
Brand: Konwa
KW-930 Pneumatic auto press machine with movable working plate
Brand: Konwa

KW-757 2-thread, 3-thread, 4-thread, 5-thread, portable home use overlock machine with interlock function c/w 6-piece of special presser foot
Brand: Konwa

KW-737 2-thread, 3-thread, 4-thread, portable home use overlock machine with fine edging function
Brand: Konwa

KW-611 Multi-purpose portable domestic sewing machine with four step buttonhole
Brand: Konwa
KW-356 Steamer
Brand: Konwa

KW-305-1 Heated suction ironing square table without arm
Brand: Konwa

KW-305 Heated suction ironing square table with arm
Brand: Konwa

KW-303 Heated suction ironing table with arm and shape
Brand: Konwa
KW-355 Steamer with high and low temperature control
Brand....................................................................Konwa

KW-920 Steam press machine c/w stand
Brand....................................................................Konwa

KW-915 Press machine (380mm x 380mm)
Brand....................................................................Konwa

KW-316 Gravity feed steam iron complete with telfon shoe
Brand....................................................................Konwa
KW-302 Foldable vacuum table with heater and suction motor
Category: Finishing
Department: Display System
Brand: Konwa

KW-621 Multi-purpose portable domestic sewing machine with one step buttonhole
Brand: Konwa

KW-917 Fusing machine (820mm x 320mm)
Brand: Konwa

KW-916 Fusing machine (620mm x 380mm)
Brand: Konwa
Brand: Konwa

KW-1640 1-needle, compound feed, lockstitch sewing machine

Brand: Konwa

KW-1622 1-needle, upper & lower feed, reverse, large hook sewing machine with auto lubrication

Brand: Konwa

KW-1620ST Upper & lower feed, lockstitch sewing machine with side trimmer

Brand: Konwa

KW-1610L Cylinder bed, compound feed, lockstitch sewing machine with large hook
KW-1610 Cylinder bed, compound feed, lockstitch sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1680 2-needle, compound feed, lockstitch sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1630 1-needle, compound feed, lockstitch sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1620 1-needle, upper & lower feed, lockstitch sewing machine for heavy material
Brand: Konwa
Brand

Konwa

KW-71204 4-head, 12-needle, flat electronic embroidery sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-71204C 4-head, 12-needle, cap electronic embroidery sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-71501EZ Single head, 15-needle, cap electronic embroidery sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-71201EZ Single head, 12-needle, cap electronic embroidery sewing machine
Brand: Konwa
KW-3018S Computer-controlled, high speed, lockstitch, buttonholing machine (cotton)
Brand: Konwa

KW-2918D Direct drive, high speed, 1-needle, lockstitch, buttonholing sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-2908DX Direct drive, single thread, chainstitch, button cross-sewing machine with under thread trimmer
Brand: Konwa

KW-2903 Computer-controlled, high speed, electronic button attaching machine
Brand: Konwa
KW-2900S Computer-controlled, high speed, bartacking machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-2820 High speed, double-needle, chainstitch sewing machine (parallel) with auto lubrication
Brand: Konwa

KW-2800A Computerised pin-point handstitch machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-2390 Dry-head, direct drive, lockstitch sewing machine with auto thread trimmer
Brand: Konwa
KW-2380A High speed, direct drive, lockstitch sewing machine with auto thread trimmer
Brand: Konwa

KW-2158 2-needle, 3-thread, flat bed, making belt loop machine with front fabric cutter
Brand: Konwa

KW-2157 3-needle, 5-thread, flat bed, interlock stitch machine with attaching elastic / lace c/w fabric trimmer and metering device
Brand: Konwa

KW-2156-2 High speed, 3-needle, 5 thread, flat bed, interlock sewing machine
Brand: Konwa
KW-1816D Direct drive, super high speed, 2-needle, 5 thread, safety stitching machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1814D Direct drive, super high speed, 2-needle, 4 thread, overlock sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1804D Direct drive, super high speed, 1-needle, 3 thread, overlock sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1757F High speed, 2-needle, 5 thread, safety stitching machine
Brand: Konwa
KW-1747F High speed, 2-needle, 4 thread, overlock sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1737F High speed, 1-needle, 3 thread, overlock sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1380A High speed, double-needle, lockstitch machine with auto lubrication
Brand: Konwa

KW-300 Straight linear fusing press
Brand: Konwa
KW-11 Shell-shaped stitch attachment for overlock sewing machine
Brand________________________________________Konwa

KW-2833 High speed, 3-needle, feed-of-the-arm, triple chainstitch machine for medium and extreme heavy weight material
Brand________________________________________________Konwa

KW-2208 Industrial chainstitch, blindstitch machine for extremely thin to medium-thick material
Brand________________________________________Konwa

KW-22 Portable compact chainstitch, blindstitch machine for thin to mid material
Brand________________________________________Konwa
KW-2700 Pin-point chainstitch machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-2832 High speed, 2-needle, feed-of-the-arm, double chainstitch machine for light and medium weight material
Brand: Konwa

KW-2245 High speed, 3-needle, 5-thread, cylinder bed, interlock sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-2950 High speed, 1-needle, lockstitch, bartacking machine
Brand: Konwa
KW-1213 Zig-zag / embroidery sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1263 High speed, 1-needle, embroidery sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1390 High speed, 1-needle, lockstitch sewing machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-1370 High speed, 1-needle, lockstitch sewing machine with vertical edge trimmer
Brand: Konwa
KW-TD200 Double-Side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-TD100 Double-Side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-T200 Single-side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-T150 Single-side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand: Konwa
Brand: Konwa

**KW-T100 Single-side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine**
Brand: Konwa

**KW-T80 Single-side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine**
Brand: Konwa

**KW-T60 Single-side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine**
Brand: Konwa

**KW-T50 Single-side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine**
Brand: Konwa
KW-T40 Single-side Automatic Feeding Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine

Brand: Konwa

KW-TP30 Hydraulic Traveling Head Cutting Machine

Brand: Konwa

KW-TP25 Hydraulic Traveling Head Cutting Machine

Brand: Konwa

KW-TS150 Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine

Brand: Konwa
Konwa KW-TS100 Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand: Konwa

Konwa KW-TS80 Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand: Konwa

Konwa KW-TS60 Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand: Konwa

Konwa KW-TS50 Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand: Konwa
Brand Konwa
KW-TS40 Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand Konwa
KW-TS30 Precision 4-Column Hydraulic Plane Cutting Machine
Brand Konwa
KW-TE10 Hydraulic Swing Arm Cutting Machine
Brand Konwa
KW-TE25 Hydraulic Swing Arm Cutting Machine
Brand Konwa
KW-815B-1 Tape cutting machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-801 Leather skiving machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-124R 5 Round knife cutting machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-124L Long handle, 4 round knife cutting machine with 2.6m rail
Brand: Konwa
**KW-119 Heated drill marking machine**
Brand: Konwa

**KW-126 8" Electric cloth cutting machine**
Brand: Konwa

**KW-9900 Bandknife cloth cutting machine**
Brand: Konwa

**KW-120 Mini Knife Cutting Machine**
Brand: Konwa
KW-127 10" Electric cloth cutting machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-125 5" Electric cloth cutting machine
Brand: Konwa
KW-628 Toothed cutter c/w table and stand
Brand: Konwa

KW-608 Portable toothed cutter
Brand: Konwa

KW-124 4” Round knife cutting machine
Brand: Konwa

KW-122 2.5” Mini knife cutting machine
Brand: Konwa
KW-123L Short handle end cutter with 3.2m rail
Brand: Konwa

KW-123 Long handle end cutter with 3.2m rail
Brand: Konwa
KW-121 Bias tape cutting machine

GEM5100D-02F
Brand: Gemsy

GEM1903A-977S
Brand: Gemsy

GEM1965A
Brand: Gemsy
GEM 1790A
Brand: Gemsy

GEM 2516R-H-83 / 2210-H-80 / 1310-H-80
Brand: Gemsy

GEM 3020-H-85
Brand: Gemsy

GEM 1280
Brand: Gemsy
GEM2284N-7-SJ/2284N
Brand: GEMS

GEM2297D3-SR/GEM2297D3-SS
Brand: GEMS
GEM4200C
Brand: Gemsy

GEM4404PMD
Brand: Gemsy

GEM1404PMD
Brand: Gemsy

GEM5600D3-01
Brand: Gemsy
GEM5500D-02DN
Brand: Gemsy

GEM5500D3-01
Brand: Gemsy

GEM7725E/GEM7724E/GEM7723E
Brand: Gemsy

GEM7934D / 7933D
Brand: Gemsy
GEM7925D / 7924D / 7923D
Brand: GEMS

GEM7815D4-D / 7814D4-D / 7813D4-D
Brand: GEMS

GEM8451D3-M
Brand: Gemsy

GEM8101E1-DA
Brand: Gemsy

GEM8351E-50
Brand: Gemsy

GEM0311E3 - Y/0311
Brand: Gemsy
GEM8801E1
Brand: Gemsy

GEM8975E4-Y
GC6870A-MD3
Brand: TYPICAL

GC6150MD Direct Drive
Brand: TYPICAL

GEM9310E4-Y
Brand: Gemsy
GC6-28
Brand.................................................. TYPICAL

GK31500D Direct Drive
Brand.................................................. TYPICAL

GN3000D Direct Drive
Brand.................................................. TYPICAL

Description
GN3000D Direct Drive
All-in-One Head (Free Adjust Speed)
(needle Position)
GN 793
Brand

TYPICAL

GN793D Direct Drive
Brand

TYPICAL

GC202CX High Speed Bighook
Brand

TYPICAL

GC0303CX Heavy Machine
Brand

TYPICAL
GL 13101-2 Blindstitch Sewing Machine

Brand: TYPICAL

GL 13101-8 Blindstitch Sewing Machine

Brand: TYPICAL
**Brother NV-1e**

Brand: Brother NV-1e

**Description**

Unique Intelligent eye camera function
Large volume working space (25.4cm x 12.7cm)
Surround natural lighting system with light adjusting function
High definition ASV LCD touch screen
Extra large embroidery area - 30cm x 20cm
Automatic electronic needle threading
ICAPS - Innov-is Continuous Automatic Presser Sensor
Independent bobbin winder with adjustable speed
Slide control adjusts speed from slow to fast and can be programmed to alter stitch width
2-pin spool stand
3 USB ports - 2 host and 1 slave
Quick set bobbin
7-point feed dog
Knee lift
Up to 1000 stitches per minute sewing and embroidery speed
Over 1800 built-in stitches

**Brother NV - 4500D**

Brand: Brother NV - 4500D

**Brother 1500D**

Brand: Brother 1500D
The Innov-is 1500D is designed for those who love to quilt & embroider. Dream up any creation and execute it on this extremely affordable machine. Large 10”x 6” embroidery area gives you plenty of room for your creativity. Monochrome 4.6” x 3.5” LCD touch screen control panel allows you to easily manage all your sewing and embroidery functions. Bobbin winding system allows independent bobbin winding while sewing or embroidering. Use the bright LED work lights to brighten up any project.

- Available at Authorized Innov-is Dealers Only
- Advanced needle threading
- Maximum embroidery speed of 800 stitches/min
- Computer connectivity for importing designs and updating your machine (USB cable included)
- Maximum embroidery area 10”x6”
- Large mono LCD touch screen control panel

Brother 750e
Brand: BROTHER

Brother NV 950
Brand: BROTHER
Brother QC-1000

Brother NV-90E

Brother PR-650e

Brother PR-1000e
Brand: BROTHER

Brother 2340CV

Brand: BROTHER

Brother GS 2700

Brand: BROTHER
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Brother JS 1410

Brand: Brother

Description

Compact and easy to use; the JS1410 is perfect for sewing and mending. Featuring 14 built-in stitches, 4-step buttonhole and auto set stitch length and width. The free arm sewing surface is easily convertible from traditional flatbed to free arm for sewing cuffs and sleeves. It also features LED lighting for bright and easy sewing, as well as top load bobbin for easy setting, easy maintenance and clear view. The JS1410 comes with a DVD that takes you step-by-step into sewing, and includes all the instructions for two great start sewing projects.

Okurma JA2-2
Okurma KS-EU

SWF SWF/ E-T601C/ 901C / 1201C/ 1501C
Gemsy Gem20u-63

Brand: Gemsy

Gemsy Gem271/391
**Brother SL-7340**  
Brand: BROther  
Description:  
Brother SL-7340  
Single needle straight lock stitcher

**Brother RH-9820**  
Brand: BROther  
Description:  
Brother RH-9820  
electronic eyelet button holer

**Brother KE-430D**  
Brand: BROther  
Description:  
KE-430D  
Electronic Direct Drive Lockstitch Bar Tacker

**Brother BE- 438D**  
Brand: BROther  
Description:  
Brother BE- 438D  
Electronic Direct Drive Lockstitch Button Sewer
### Brother HE-800A

**Brand**

**BROTHER**

**Description**

Easy operation provides a much greater number of sewing pattern variations and a dramatic improvement in sewing quality.

- 20 built-in button hole patterns
- 1 built-in bar tack pattern
- Presser foot height can be set as desired. It enables positioning of material easy and accurate.
- Quick and accurate cutting driven by a double position solenoid
- For woven articles / knitted articles
- Cutter length: 4-32 mm
- Max. sewing width: 6 mm
- Max. button hole length: 40 mm
- Height of presser foot: 13 mm
- Max. sewing speed: 4,000 rpm
- Thread trimmer equipped as standard

---

### Brother S-7200A

**Brand**

**BROTHER**

**Description**

The Brother S-7200A sewing machine has a new design, excellent reliability thanks to the motor integrated in the head, developed by Brother.

This sewing machine, equipped with thread trimmer, thread wiper, electromagnetic controlled fastening and presser foot knee lifting, is particularly suitable to the sewing of very light materials.

The new panel has the function keys in an accessible

---

### Brother BM-917B

**Brand**

**BROTHER**

**Description**

Brother BM-917B

Chain stitch button sewer with thread trimmer

---

### Brother SL-2110

**Brand**

**BROTHER**

**Description**

Brother SL-2110

Single needle straight lock stitcher with thread trimmer.
Brother BM-2600
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother BM-2600
25 Stitches

Brother XL-5500
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother XL-5500
35 Stitch Functions.
**Brother LS-2125**

**Brand**

BROTHER

**Description**

Perfect for basic sewing and mending, the lightweight, portable LS-2125 sports 10 built-in stitches, 25 stitch functions, free-arm capability, a 4-step built-in buttonholer and reverse sewing lever. It also features 4 quick change presser feet and an automatic bobbin winder.

- 14 Built-in Stitches
- Snap-on presser feet
- Vertical Bobbin case
- 4-Step Buttonhole
- Pattern Selection Dial

---

**Brother Innov-is 700E**

**Brand**

BROTHER

**Description**

The new and improved Brother Innov-Is 700E II embroidery machine with large 18cm x 13cm embroidery area has 136 built in designs for you to choose from so you can customise your projects and personalise them too with 6 different styles of lettering. Your design options do not stop there, the machine is compatible with Brother's optional embroidery card library that contains many different design themes. If you have even more project vision why not exercise your own creative mind and with Brother's optional PE Design Software create your own designs to customise your project exactly how you want. Designs can be created from scratch, or converted from many different PC graphic formats and then save to a memory card to transfer them to your machine to sew off.

- Embroidery speed up to 650 stitches per minute
- On screen editing, size, rotation, mirror & direction
- Compatible with embroidery card library & PE-Design software
- Advanced needle threader
- Built in thread cutter
- Large embroidery area 18cm by 13cm
- 136 built in embroidery patterns
- Combine 10 different outline frames with 12 different borders

---

**Brother PR-600II**

**Brand**

BROTHER

**Description**

If you dream of starting an embroidery business or expanding the possibilities of your home embroidery, then the PR600II embroidery machine is for you. Six needles make the job go quicker! Embroider multi-color designs quickly and easily. Automatic color change feature allows you to pre-program the correct thread color sequence for the entire design. Our machines are engineered to deliver professional results in a compact, easy-to-use package. Embroider a wide variety of items such as shirts, jackets, jeans, totes or towels with business logos, school names, monograms, decorative motifs and more. Enjoy using built-in embroidery designs and fonts in addition to choosing from the 1000's of designs in the Brother memory card library (sold separately).

- Available at Authorized Innov-is Dealers Only
- 6 needle single head with auto-color change
- Maximum embroidery speed of 1000 SPM
- Dual USB Port
### Brother Innov-is 1500

**Brand:** Brother

**Description**

The Innov-is 1500D is designed for those who love to quilt & embroider. Dream up any creation and execute it on this extremely affordable machine. Large 10” x 6” embroidery area gives you plenty of room for your creativity. Monochrome 4.6” x 3.5” LCD touch screen control panel allows you to easily manage all your sewing and embroidery functions. Bobbin winding system allows independent bobbin winding while sewing or embroidering. Use the bright LED work lights to brighten up any project.

- Available at Authorized Innov-is Dealers Only
- Advanced needle threading
- Maximum embroidery speed of 800 stitches/min
- Computer connectivity for importing designs and updating your machine (USB cable included)
- Maximum embroidery area 10”x6”
- Large mono LCD touch screen control panel

### Juki DDL-8100e

**Brand:** Juki

**Description**

The Juki DDL-8100e is designed for sewing light to medium weight materials such as cotton, polyester, knits, denim and fabrics.

**Applications:** Jeans, blouses, shirts, uniforms, suits, apparel, uniforms etc...

**Features:**
- Fully automatic lubrication
- Reverse lever for back tacking
- High speed lock stitch delivers up to 4500 stitches per minute
- Includes complete table, adjustable speed servo motor, threadstand, lamp and all accessories

**Specifications:**

- Needle system: DBx1 (16x257) sizes 9 to 18
- Max. sewing speed: 4500 S.P.M.
- Maximum stitch length: 5mm
- Presser foot clearance: 13mm
- Motor: 550W Servo motor (110v)
- Bobbin: Metal
- Work space: 10 1/4”

### Brother S-1000A

**Brand:** Brother

**Description**

This machine comes complete with head, motor, wheel stand, table and cotton stand.

This machine has the added benefit of coming with a silent servo motor, which offers up to 20% saving on electricity. It also has a wheel stand
allowing for easy movement.

The machine provides stable sewing without oil staining, offering excellent durability.

### Juki MO-623

**Brand:** JUKI  
**Description:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sewing Speed: Max 1,500 spm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Threads: 2/3 Threads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle: Household Machine Size 11 or 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlocking Width: Standard: 4mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolled Hem: 1.0 - 1.5mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stitch Length: 1 - 4mm (Standard: 2.5mm) / Rolled Hem: 1.0 - 1.5mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension: Industrial Type Dial / 1 Rotation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-In Rolled Hemming: Right Needle / 2 or 3 Thread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat Lock: 2 or 3 Thread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Presser Foot: Tape, Ribbon, Narrow Elastic Application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Built-In Rolled Hemming: Right Needle / 2 or 3 Thread</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presser Foot Lift: 5mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions: 270mm (w) x 260mm (d) x 295mm (H)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight: 7.0 kg (15 lbs.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Juki MO-50e

**Brand:** JUKI  
**Description:**

- This serger has top-quality features found in more expensive machines, such as automatic lower looper threader, built-in rolled hemming, and differential feed and calibrated knife adjustment.
- Easy to use, too! It's a breeze to thread, features adjustable stitch length, includes a built-in accessory tray, and has a trimmings waste container.
- Dimensions: 11.5L x 11.5W x 11.4H inches.
Juki HZL-12Z

Brand: JUKI

Description
- Automatic needle threader;
- Simply lower the lever and turn it back and forth.
- Large and easy-to-use stitch selection dial and reverse feed lever
- Stitch patterns can be selected by the large, easy to operate dial
- The reverse feed lever is also conveniently larger for simple operation

Juki HZL-353ZR-A

Brand: JUKI

Description

JUKI Electric Sewing Machine
Model: HZL-353ZR-A
Electric Sewing Machine with 21-Stitch Patterns including Automatic 1-step Buttonhole.

The automatic needle threader easily thread the needle without eyestrain and allows you to start sewing quickly. You can lower the feed dog for sewing button or free motion quilting by simply moving the lever. Brightens the needle entry area. LED light will not heat up even during long operation. By placing button on the buttonholes foot, the machines conveniently sews buttonholes automatically according to the size of the button. Presser foot pressure can be adjusted for better sewing results according to the type of materials to be sewn. The Auxiliary Box slides off for the free arm sewing. Also standard acessory parts can be neatly stored in the Auxiliary Box.

FEATURES:
- Automatic needle threader
- Drop feed
- White LED Light
- Automatic one-step buttonholding
- Presser foot pressure adjustment
- Free arm and accessory box
- 21 built-in sewing pattern

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Sewing Speed: Max. 750 s.p.m.
- Stitch Length: Max. 4mm
- Zigzag Width: Max: 7mm
- Lift of the Pressure Foot: 2-step lifter Max. 9mm
- Needle: HA x1 #9-#18
- Dimensions: 410 (W) x 308 (H) x 177 (D) mm
- Weight: 7.1kg / 15.7Ib
- Hook: Horizontal Rotary Hook
**Brother Innov-is V3**

**Brand**: Brother

**Description**

- Embroidery Speed (Max): 1050
- Embroidery Area (Max): 180 x 300mm
- Build-in Embroidery Design: 227
- Built-in Fonts: 17
- On Screen Editing: Yes
- USB: Yes (1 Host, 1 Slave)
- Jump Stitch & Wiper Function: Yes
- Needle number for Embroidery: 1
- Category: Embroidery Only Machine
- Bobbin Type: Horizontal
- Needle Threader: Yes (Full Auto)
- Thread Cutter: Yes
- Sewing Light: LED
- Start Stop Button: Yes
- Thread Tension Control: Auto
- Quick-set bobbin: Yes
- F.A.S.T Bobbin Winding System: Yes
- Touch Panel LCD: Yes
- LCD Display Screen: Yes
- Software upgrade: Yes
- Case: Soft cover

**Brother Recommended Acessories F061**

**Brand**: Brother

**Description**

- Open Toe Quilting Foot

**Brother Thread Stand & Bobbins**

**Brand**: Brother

**Description**

- Bobbins

**Thread Stand & Bobbins BCL**
**Brand**

**Bobbin Clip**

**Brother Attachment Material EPS 2**

**Description**

Embroidery Position Sticker

**Brother Attachment Material BM5 & BM6**

**Description**

- Water Soluble Backing Material (BM5)
- Water Soluble Backing Material - Non woven Fabric (BM6)
Brother Attachment Material BM3
Brand______________________________________BROTHER
Description
Backing Material 28cm x 3m

Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1/1e EF92
Brand______________________________________BROTHER
Description
X Extra Large Frame
(300 x 200mm)

Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1/1e EF91
Brand______________________________________BROTHER
Description
Quilt Frame Set
(200x 200mm)
**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1/1e BF2**

Brand: BROther

Description

Border Frame Set
(180 x 100mm)

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1/1e EF73**

Brand: BROther

Description

Small: 20 x 60mm

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1/1e EF74**

Brand: BROther

Description

Medium: 100 x 100mm
Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1/1e EF75

Brand: BROther

Description

Large: 180 x 130mm

Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1/1e EF81

Brand: BROther

Description

Extra Large: 260 x 160mm

Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1/1e

Brand: BROther

Description

Extra Large: 300 x 180mm
Brother Embroidery Frame - V3 SEF150

Brand: --------------------------------------------BROTHER

Description

Square Embroidery Frame
(150 x 150mm)

Brother Embroidery Frame - V3 BF3

Brand: --------------------------------------------BROTHER

Description

Border Frame Set
(180mm x 100mm)
**Brother Embroidery Frame - V3 EF74**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Medium: 100 x 100mm

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - V3 EF75**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Large: 180 x 130mm

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - V3 EF76**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Extra Large: 300 x 180mm
**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV4000/4500D**

**EF73**

Brand: BROther

**Description**

Small : 20 x 60mm

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV4000/4500D**

**EF74**

Brand: BROther

**Description**

Medium : 100 x 100mm

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV4000/4500D**

**EF75**

Brand: BROther

**Description**

Large : 180 x 130mm
Brother Embroidery Frame - NV4000/4500D EF81

Brand: .................................................................................. BROTHER

Description

Extra Large: 260 x 160mm

Brother Embroidery Frame - NV4000/4500D EF76

Brand: .................................................................................. BROTHER

Description

Extra Large: 300 x 180mm

Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1500/D EF73

Brand: .................................................................................. BROTHER

Description

Small: 20 x 60mm

Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1500/D EF74

Brand: .................................................................................. BROTHER
Description

Medium : 100 x 100mm


Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1500/D EF75
Brand:BROTHER

Description

Large : 180 x 130 mm


Brother Embroidery Frame - NV1500/D EF81
Brand:BROTHER

Description

Extra Large : 260 x 160mm
**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV750E**

*Brand*: Brother

**Description**

Small: 20 x 60 mm

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV750E - EF84**

*Brand*: Brother

**Description**

Medium: 100 x 100 mm

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV750E EF85**

*Brand*: Brother

**Description**

Large: 180 x 130 mm

---

**Brother Embroidery Frame - NV750E EF85**

*Brand*: Brother

**Description**

Extra Large: 300 x 130 mm
Brother Embroidery Frame - NV90E/950 EF61

Brand: Brother

Description

Small: 20 x 60mm

Brother Embroidery Frame - NV90E950 EF62

Brand: Brother

Description

Medium: 100 x 100mm
Brother Embroidery Frame - NV90E/950 EF71

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Large: 172 x 100mm
Accessories SA224CV
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Bias Tape Binding Set

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine Accessories SA226CV
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Top Stitching Foot Set

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine Accessories SA225CV
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Double Fold Binder
Brother Mechanical Sewing Machines Accessories SA223CV

Brand: BROTHE

Description

Belt Loop Guide

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machines Accessories SA222CV

Brand: BROTHE

Description

Bias Tape Folder

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine Accessories SA221CV

Brand: BROTHE

Description

Hemming Set
Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine
4234WT
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Wide table

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machines
Accessories XB0241101
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Piping Foot

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machines
Accessories X76670002
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Pearls & Sequins Foot
Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine Accessories X77459001
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Gathering Foot

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machines Accessories X7659002
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Blind Stitch Foot

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine Accessories X76663001
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Taping Foot

Brother Accessories F058/F59N
Brand: BROTHER
Description: 
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Brother Accessories F058/F59N *7 Groove Pintuck Foot

Brother Mechnical Sewing Machine - Coverlock Machine 2340CV

Brother Accessories F057N

Brother Accessories F057N *1/4 " Piecing Foot With guide
Brother Accessories F056N

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Brother Accessories F056N *Edge Joining Foot

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine - Overlock Machine 4234D

Brand: BROTHER

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine - Overlock Machine 3034D

Brand: BROTHER
Brother Accessories F054N
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother Accessories F054 *Sidecutter

Brother Accessories F053N
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother Accessories F053 *Zigzag Foot high

Brother Accessories F051N
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother Accessories F051 *Ruffler Foot
Brother Accessories F042N
Brand: BROther
Description
Brother Accessories F042N *Straight Stitch Foot (7MM)

Brother Accessories F039N
Brand: BROther
Description
Brother Accessories F039N *Pico Foot 7mm

Brother Accessories F036N
Brand: BROther
Description
Brother Accessories F036N *Zipper & Piping Foot
**Brother Accessories F035N**

Brand: ________________________________ BROther

Description

Brother Accessories F035N *Stitch Guide Foot

**Brother Accessories F033N**

Brand: ________________________________ BROther

Description

Brother Accessories F033N *Walking Foot 7MM

**Brother Accessories F028N**

Brand: ________________________________ BROther

Description

Brother Accessories F028N *Pearl Sequence Foot
Brother Accessories F025N
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother Accessories F025N *Fringe Foot

Brother Accessories F0023N
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother Accessories F0023N *Clear View (m)

Brother Accessories F021N
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother Accessories F021N *Braiding Foot

Brother Accessories F020N
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother Accessories F020N *7-hole Cording Foot
Brother Accessories F019N
Brand: 

Description
Brother Accessories F019N "5 -Hole Cording Foot"
Brand: BROTHER

**Brother Accessories F017N**  *Blind Stitch Foot*

**Brother Accessories F0016N**  *Quilting Guide*

**Brother Accessories F0014N**  *Blinder Foot*
**Brother Accessories F0013N**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Brother Accessories F0013N *Cording Foot*

---

**Brother Accessories F0012N**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Brother F012N *Gathering Foot*

---

**Brother Accessories F007/8N**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Brother Accessories F007/8 N *non stick foot*

---

**Brother Accessories F005N**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Brother Accessories F005N-Plastic Quilting Foot
Brother Accessories - F004N
Brand: Brother
Description: Brother Accessories - F004N Concealer Zipper Foot

Brother Accessories F003N
Brand: Brother
Description: Brother Accessories F003N Narrow Hem Foot
Brother Sewing Machine Accessories F001N
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Brother Sewing Machine Accessories F001N
Piecing Foot

Brother Mechanical Sewing machine GS2786K
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine GS2786K

Brother GS2700
Brand: BROTHER
Description: Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine

Brother Mechanical Sewing machine JS1410
Brand: BROTHER
Description:
Brother Mechanical Sewing machine JS1410

Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine AS2730S

Brand: BROTHER
Description: Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine AS2730S

Brother Mechanical Sewing machine AS1430s

Brand: BROTHER
Description: Brother Mechanical Sewing Machine AS 1430S
GEMSY Gem7700

Description
High speed direct drive overlock sewing machine (with auto trimmer)

GEMSY GEM8957

Description
High speed direct drive integrated computerized lockstitch sewing machine

JUKI MO6804

Description
The Juki MO-6804S model from the Juki MO-6800S Series responds to various kinds of sewing materials and processes, producing delicate and beautiful soft-to-the-touch seams while further reducing operating noise as well as increasing durability. This advanced overlock / safety stitch machine is easier to use and promises superior cost-effectiveness, responsiveness from light- to heavy-weight materials with a lower applied tension.

JUKI 8100

Description
Features
- Straight stitch only
- Reverse stitch
**Brother Innovis NV 1800Q**

**Brand**

BROTHER

**Description**

For the beginner or the experienced seamstress, the Innov-is NV1800Q has a 14% larger workspace with extension table and improved sewing with longer feed dogs and the included zigzag foot. The Innov-is NV1800Q offers convenience, flexibility, and quality all at an affordable price you'll be sure to love.

---

**Brother S7200c**

**Brand**

BROTHER

**Description**

Single Needle Direct Drive Straight Lock Stitcher with Thread Trimmer

The best energy-saving machine in the industry has been realized with a new original motor developed in-house.

The cutting-edge dry head technology significantly increases the grease duration.

Excellent responsiveness for comfortable sewing
Clean sewing without oil staining
User-friendly operation panel
Comfortable operation with low noise and vibration
Easy Maintenance
Large arm pocket enabling easy material handling
**Brother Innovis 980k**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

New embroidery & sewing machine with built-in Hello Kitty Embroidery Patterns

---

**Brother Innovis 955**

Description

The new combined machine for sewing and embroidery, the Brother Innovis 955, fits the bill for the sewer that wants the option to occasionally embroider a project with the 296 available stitches (70 included in the machine), 126 on CD, 100 on USB and 129 utility and decorative stitches. WOW

---

**Brother FS101**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

The FS101 computerized sewing machine includes 100 unique built-in utility stitches, decorative, heirloom and quilting stitches. Also included are 55 alphanumeric stitches for monogramming and 8 styles of one-step buttonholes. Add a convenient STOP/START button and an easy-to-use Speed Control. Creativity and variety are virtually limitless with the built-in free arm for sewing on hard to reach areas like cuffs and sleeves.

---

**Brother 1334D**

Brand: BROTHER

Description

Overlocker - 3 or 4 Thread Overlocker with Differential Feed
Sew with ease
Free Arm/Flat Bed Convertible Sewing Surface
Quick Lay-In Threading
Outside Differential Feed Control
Easy to Remove Stitch Finger for Narrow/Rolled Edge
Convenient Stitch Width Control
Uses standard Home Sewing Machine Needles

Brother Innovis 980D
Brand...............................................................BROTHER

Description
Equipped with a wide variety of built-in exclusive Disney-themed stitches and embroidery designs. Users have more freedom to accent their projects with a multitude of the decorative stitches and adorn them with the 40 unique Disney patterns with the Innov-is 980D.
If you are looking for a compact sewing and embroidery machine, then the Innov-is 955 is ideal. Whether you are experienced or just starting out, you will be able to achieve professional results with this capable stand alone combination machine. The accessory box fits into the working space for compact storage and the hard case keeps the machine safe and dust free. The Innov-is 955 will ensure your sewing and embroidery will have a personal, unique and professional finish.

- Extra bright LED lighting
- LCD Touch screen
- 10cm x 10 cm embroidery area
- Advanced needle threader
- 70 embroidery designs plus 126 on CD and 100 on USB memory stick (Total 296)
- 2 way extension table – embroidery unit cover becomes extension table
- 10 styles of one step button holes
- 129 built-in stitches
- Automatic needle threader
- Quick Set top load bobbion
- FAST Bobbin winding system
- 7 point feed for smooth high quality stitches
- Free arm sewing
- USB port for memory stick
- 3 Year return to base warranty
Brother 3034d
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Brother 3034d
Mesin Jahit Tepi
Promosi Jualan Hebat

Brother 3034D Home Lock
Brand: BROTHER
Description
Give a professional look to your next project with serged seam finishes. Seams lie flatter and look better with an overlock stitch. Home décor projects often suggest the use of a serger for rolled hems, secure seams and differential feed. Choose from a 3 or 4 thread look and enjoy the new and easy threading method. The 3034D features two needles and 3 / 4 thread with differential feed. Create stitches from 2.0 to 4.0 mm in length. The differential feed ratio of 0.7 – 2.0 gives improved stitch quality and the free arm makes it easier to sew sleeves, trouser legs and other hard to reach places.

- Two needles and 3-4 thread
- Color-coded guides for easy threading
- Free-arm to access hard-to-reach areas
- Differential fabric feed for better stitch quality
- Fast and simple threading of lower loop
- Retractable knife blade
Brother Innov-is NV 2600

Description
Put yourself in control of fast, accurate sewing, quilting and embroidery. The Innov-is NV2600 has some big features for beautiful results.

• Colour LCD touch screen
• 160 x 260 mm embroidery area
• 232 built-in embroidery patterns
• Fully automatic thread tension
• Sideways feed
• Pivot function
• ICAPS - Continuous Automatic Pressure System
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